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Drawing Accessories(1)Drawing Accessories(1)

PencilPencil
–– Lead core (Lead core (graphitegraphite, clay, wax), clay, wax)

8B  7B  6B … 2B  B  HB  F  H  2H  3H  …  7H  8H  9H8B  7B  6B … 2B  B  HB  F  H  2H  3H  …  7H  8H  9H

–– Drawing pressureDrawing pressure

HarderMore graphite, softer 
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Drawing Accessories(2)Drawing Accessories(2)

TortillonTortillon/Stump: /Stump: 
a rolled stick of paper a rolled stick of paper 
fiber, soften edges or fiber, soften edges or 
to make a smooth to make a smooth 
transition between transition between 
tones.tones.

Kneaded Eraser:Kneaded Eraser:
Remove surface particle Remove surface particle 

or lighten a drawing.or lighten a drawing.
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Drawing/Sketching process(1)Drawing/Sketching process(1)

1.Main area: shaded with 2B pencil
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Drawing/Sketching process(2)Drawing/Sketching process(2)

1. shaded with 2B pencil 2. Shaded with B pencil,  
tortillon:smooth the tones, kneader 
eraser: softens edge and lift up the 
clouds.
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Drawing/Sketching process(3)Drawing/Sketching process(3)

2. Shaded with B pencil,  
tortillon:smooth the tones, kneader 
eraser: softens edge and lift up the 
clouds.

3. Shaded with B-3B pencils,  
tortillon:smooth the tones.
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MotivationMotivation

Model the blenders and erasers interact with Model the blenders and erasers interact with 
lead material already deposited on drawing lead material already deposited on drawing 
paper.paper.
Find out the pressure applied on blender/eraser.Find out the pressure applied on blender/eraser.

Blender                   paperBlender                   paper
Lead materialLead material

Eraser                     paperEraser                     paper
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Related WorkRelated Work

Vermeulen Vermeulen and Tanner, 89’: simple pencil and Tanner, 89’: simple pencil 
model, no paper model.model, no paper model.
Takagi and Takagi and FujishiroFujishiro 97’: a model for 97’: a model for 
paper texture and pigment distribution for paper texture and pigment distribution for 
color pencil.color pencil.

DoesnDoesn’’t address Blender and Eraser!t address Blender and Eraser!
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Paper ModelPaper Model

Paper texture as a height 
field (h∈[0, 1]) (Curtis et 
al)

a. Paper grain

b. In (x, y), accumulate lead 
material lm(x, y).

c. Blender pushes the lead 
material from high grain to 
low grain
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Blender/Eraser Pressure Distribution Blender/Eraser Pressure Distribution 
Coefficients (Coefficients (pdcpdc))

Tortillon (vpdc=0.2)    Stump(0.5)   Kneaded eraser(0.7~0.9)

Point shape

Cross-section 
view

Results

Pdc={(mpdc, 
xmpdc, ympdc), 
(vpdci)}

mpdc=1
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Blender BufferBlender Buffer

blender

Blender buffer: 

a. Same resolution as the 
polygonal shape of blender.

b. Store or remove lead 
material lm(xb, yb)

(x, y)

(xb, yb)
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Rendering PipelineRendering Pipeline

a. Real pen-and-ink illustration b. Automatic rendering with 3B

Procedure is in another paper!

pressure pi(x, y) = Intensity i(x,y)

Blender and 
eraser model
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Pressure DistributionPressure Distribution

p’mpdc=p ×mpdc

P’vpdci=p ×vpdci

Keypoint: Find the 
pressure ps, which 
decides how much 
lead is 
removed/added
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From Paper to Blender/EraserFrom Paper to Blender/Eraser

1. With pressure ps, lead material 
lmr is removed from paper (x, y)

lmr ←lm(x,y)×(ps × plr), plr =0.7

2. The amount of lead material on 
the paper is reduced:

lm(x, y)←lm(x, y)-lmr

3. Lmr removed from paper is 
deposited on the blender buffer

lm(xb, yb)←lm(xb, yb) + lmr

Blender buffer lm(xb, yb)

ps

lm(x,y)
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From Blender to PaperFrom Blender to Paper

1. With pressure ps, lead material 
lmr is removed from blender (xb, 
yb)

lmr ←lm(xb,yb)×(ps × plr), plr =0.5

2. The amount of lead material on 
the blender is reduced (t is the 
absorption/storage parameter):

lm(xb, yb)←lm(xb, yb)- (lmr×t)

3. Lmr is deposited on the paper 
(x,y)

lm(x, y)←lm(x, y) + lmr

Blender buffer lm(xb, yb)

ps

lm(x,y)
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Rendering PipelineRendering Pipeline

Pen-and-ink illustration 3B pencil rendering Blender and eraser effect

automatically Interactively (position, pdc, 
polygonal shape etc)
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Experiment(1)Experiment(1)

Pen-and-ink illustration 4B pencil auto-rendering Smudging and erasing 
certain parts 

Blender smudging entirely Eraser to set up areas of of high light 
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Experiment(2)Experiment(2)

High contrast photo 6H pencil auto-rendering, follow by 
interactively pencil rendering

c. Blender smudges the darker tones, background, lightly on the 
shadow and some face lines, eraser lightly applies to emphasize the 
highlights
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Future WorkFuture Work

Combination of pencil model with other Combination of pencil model with other 
simulated media such as watercolor and simulated media such as watercolor and 
penpen--andand--ink.ink.
Rendering of 3D models.Rendering of 3D models.
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ConclusionConclusion
Strength:Strength: propose blender/eraser propose blender/eraser 
model, the effect looks better than model, the effect looks better than 
previous workprevious work; ; 
Weakness: Weakness: 
for artists, it’s more difficult to control for artists, it’s more difficult to control 
the mouse than real tools to smudge the mouse than real tools to smudge 
and erase the pictures; for users and erase the pictures; for users 
without drawing knowledge, without drawing knowledge, 
impossible to use.impossible to use.
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If you only remember one If you only remember one 
thing…thing…

The intensity of drawing that you want The intensity of drawing that you want 
decides the pressure you should use on decides the pressure you should use on 
blender/eraser, the pressure decides the blender/eraser, the pressure decides the 
amount of lead materials amount of lead materials 
removed/deposited from/on the paper.removed/deposited from/on the paper.
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ReferenceReference

http://www.opusframing.com/sales/pdf/drhttp://www.opusframing.com/sales/pdf/dr
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